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Collaborative Integrative-Interdisciplinary Digital-Design Studio (CIDS)

ABSTRACT
CIDS provides for an intensive three-quarter course sequence designed to familiarize undergraduate students in a first
professional degree program working with interdisciplinary teams and with advanced digital technology. Students learn
the fundamental principles and applications for interdisciplinary team collaborations along with technology. The sequence
provides connections to students, faculty and professionals from a wide range of disciplines outside of architecture.
Students are afforded an understanding of Innovative ways to see the role of design studio, building technology systems,
history/theory and the use of a range of media for communicating design intent by adopting a new way of working as a
basis for understanding practice beyond the typical confides of the design studio and the rest of the curriculum. CIDS
provides students in the context of the design studio with connections to community design projects with real clients,
budgets and schedules into the classroom in the following ways:

short-term design charrettes for project

conceptualization for future development, research grants, independent study projects, and support provided by a group
of work study students.

Thomas Fowler, IV, AIA, CIDS Director
tfowler@calpoly.edu
805.756.2981
College of Architecture and Environmental Design, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA

Kudos to the students who have provided assistance as part of the CIDS work-study program over the years:
2007 – 2008
Chris Nikkel
Christy Pena
Erika Peel
2006 – 2007
Chris Nikkel
Brandon Richard
Jacob Afreth
2005 – 2006
Chris Talbot
2004 – 2005
Chris Talbot
2003 – 2004
Shoko Ibaragi
Elizabeth Gomes
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Collaborative Integrative-Interdisciplinary Digital-Design Studio (CIDS)
OVERVIEW
Facility Use
Over a third of the students in the architecture department have the opportunity to use the CIDS facility through the
courses that the Director/Professor teaches, or to signup for independent study, or to get involved in a range of the
interdisciplinary community projects.

Multi Discipline Integration
CIDS provides the context for a range of disciplines to work in teams on developing projects. The disciplines involved in
projects, but not limited to these, are new media arts/english, computer science, art & design, architectural engineering
(a.k.a. as “structural engineering”), construction management and landscape architecture.

Technology Integration
CIDS provides the context for understanding the theoretical and procedural foundation for the utilization of digital media
effectively in the design process, but also and as important, to develop within students’ the essential attitudes, awareness
and skills for succeeding in today's media driven civilization and profession. The focus of using digital media in this facility
is to enhance the design decisions during the design process and for bridging
diverse disciplines, learning styles, and abilities in using a range of advanced
computer technology.

CIDS OBJECTIVES
•

to provide the glue for a diversity of disciplines to collaborate

•

to establish linkages outside of the University thereby providing connections
with real projects, clients and information

•

to allow for planned and spontaneous daily lessons in the classroom

•

to allow students to think about problems in different ways

•

to enable learning to be more interesting for the student

CIDS LEARNING OBJECTIVES (FEEDBACK FROM STUDENTS)
-

The benefits of working with CIDS improves your knowledge in working with a
wide range of disciplines that you would not normally being able to work with in
the confines of a typical design studio to accomplish a project. Your communication and digital technologies skills
are improved since you need to find ways of representing ideas in ways that all disciplines can understand.
Collaborating with professors and professionals at a high level starts to simulate levels of interaction that we will
have in the profession.

In doing this, I understood the perspective of the professor as it relates to the difficulties

present in incorporating sophisticated tools in the design studio and with working with a wide range of disciplines.
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CIDS offers every student in the classroom an opportunity to work intensively with the
emergent technology filtering a transition into the architecture field. Much like a wood shop or
a library, CIDS provides the tools not to create a product; instead it enriches the processes of
design education.
-

I learned the importance of ALL students in the class being equally engaged in
the design process, since this allows no one in the class to be left behind.

-

I enjoyed participating in miscellaneous interdisciplinary project tasks that were
in addition to the individual students’ projects we had since this important work
seemed to benefit the program as a whole. These project activities also prepared me for future opportunities when I
have to move on the outside of the academic world.

CURRICULUM IMPORTANCE
The third & fourth year level design and building technology courses that are tied to CIDS are part of a NAAB accredited
undergraduate five-year Bachelor of Architecture program. Students are first exposed to the complexities of building
design in third year regarding the connections of the client’s program, site placement, structural/mechanical systems
integration, cladding system materials and wall assembly details. The building technology activity courses are linked to a
lecture series twice a week and provide students with the principles for professional practice but are light on application.
Fourth year students have the option of working with the Director/Professor on independent study projects for design
credit.

TEACHING STRATEGIES
Learning environments and available tools are far from being static units. As an instructor my goal is to change my
teaching strategies as it relates to the changing models for practice, so that students are adequately prepared for the
workplace – which does not stand still by any stretch of the imagination. My belief is that the integration of new technology
and a range of disciplines into the learning process must be done carefully and thoughtfully. The point is to stimulate
learning, not to distract the student with the latest bells and whistles of technology and theory that can provide a barrier to
getting work done.

My interest in technology is coupled with an important need to expose students to a balance of social issues in the
classroom environment. I‘m interested in building strong community environments in and outside of the classroom to
allow for a balance of views so all student voices can be heard. My goals for the classroom are the following:
•

to capture and document the process of learning

•

to provide a collaborative and inclusive environment, so all voices are heard

•

to create a continuous dialogue of issues extending beyond classroom time

•

to establish a learning environment that feeds itself and evolves as the learners grow
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CIDS CONNECTION (AND LEVEL OF STUDENTS) TO REQUIRED COURSES IN THE CURRICULUM
Activity Courses – Are defined as courses that have coordinated content with the design studio. The same students are enrolled in both courses.

COLLABORATIVE INTEGRATIVE-INTERDISCIPLINARY DIGITAL DESIGN STUDIO (CIDS)

Design Studio Support Course

CIDS links architecture students using advanced technology tools to multi-disciplinary teams to develop projects based on a client’s program, budget and schedule

FALL

WINTER

SPRING

FALL,WINTER,SPRING

FALL,WINTER,SPRING

THIRD YEAR
BUIILDING DESIGN
[ARCH 351]

THIRD YEAR
BUIILDING DESIGN
[ARCH 352]

THIRD YEAR
BUIILDING DESIGN
[ARCH 353]

INDEPENDENT STUDY

INDEPENDENT STUDY

FOURTH YEAR
BUIILDING DESIGN
[ARCH 451,452,453]

SPECIAL STUDIES IN
ARCHITECTURE
[ARCH 480]

Development and
exploration of
architectural theories,
building systems, and
design processes
involved in creating
appropriate architecture
on a sensitive site;
implications of the site
as building form
generator.

Creating appropriate
sustainable architecture
with an emphasis on
ecological and
environmental concerns.

Creating appropriate
architecture with an
emphasis on sociocultural and space
planning/life safety
concerns

Problems of increasing
architectural complexity
involving the
comprehensive
integration of
architectural theory,
design processes, and
building systems with
emphasis placed on
(Fall) multifunction
singular buildings,
(Winter) multi-building
multi-functional projects,
(Spring) multi-functional
projects in an urban
context.

Students have up to 12
units of professional
elective credits that this
course will count for

BUILDING TECNOLOGY
SYSTEMS 1 (Activity)

BUILDING TECNOLOGY
SYSTEMS 2 (Activity)
[Environmental Control
Systems]

BUILDING TECNOLOGY
SYSTEMS 3 (Activity)

Integration of: basic building
components (envelope,
structure, circulation, site),
plus codes
STRUCTURES 1

Integration of passive
principles in building design
(light, acoustics, & thermal)

Focus on mechanical,
construction types (steel,
masonry, concrete)

STRUCTURES 2

HISTORY

Small scaled structures in
steel & concrete

Large scaled structures in
steel & concrete

Architecture & urbanism in
form the modern world – 18th
century to present

NAAB LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

NAAB LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

NAAB LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

NAAB LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

NAAB LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

-Research Skills
-Collaborative Skill
-Use of Precedent
-Program Preparation
-Site Conditions
-Environmental Systems
-Life-Safety Systems
-Bldg Envelope Systems
-Building Service Systems
-Bldg Systems Integration
-Bldg Materials &
Assemblies
-Technical Documentation
-Comprehensive Design

-Research Skills
-Collaborative Skill
-Use of Precedent
-Program Preparation
-Site Conditions
-Environmental Systems
-Life-Safety Systems
-Bldg Envelope Systems
-Building Service Systems
-Bldg Systems Integration
-Bldg Materials &
Assemblies
-Technical Documentation
-Comprehensive Design

-Research Skills
--Collaborative Skill
-Use of Precedent
-Program Preparation
-Site Conditions
-Environmental Systems
-Life-Safety Systems
-Bldg Envelope Systems
-Building Service Systems
-Bldg Systems Integration
-Bldg Materials &
Assemblies
-Technical Documentation
-Comprehensive Design

-Research Skills
-Collaborative Skill
-Use of Precedent
-Program Preparation
-Site Conditions
-Environmental Systems
-Life-Safety Systems
-Bldg Envelope Systems
-Building Service Systems
-Bldg Systems Integration
-Bldg Materials &
Assemblies
-Technical Documentation
-Comprehensive Design

-Research Skills
-Collaborative Skill
-Technical Documentation
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CIDS PROJECT TYPES
1.

Short-Term (3-6 weeks long) Design and Construction Projects. Architecture students teamed up with
interdisciplinary groups develop a range of solutions to solve the problem provided. Groups meet with the client
and are provided a budget for construction and consult with faculty and professionals regarding the approach to
solving the problem. Group solutions are presented to the client, and selected faculty and professionals and
from these presentations either a single project solution is selected or several group ideas are merged together
to make one. Once a project direction has been decided the studio groups are reformulated into production
groups to develop drawings, build refined physical and digital models and construct a full-scale prototype and to
purchase materials for construction. The lessons learned from these short-term projects are integrated into
each of the students’ studio projects. Examples of this short-term #1 type project is the design and construction
of the Intimate Transactions Temporary Theater Project.

2.

Short-Term (1-5 days) Project Concept Generation Charrette. Architecture students teamed up with
interdisciplinary groups develop a range of solutions to solve problem provided. Groups meet with the client and
are provided a budget for construction and consult with faculty and professionals regarding approach to solving
problem. Group solutions are presented to the client, and selected faculty and professionals and from these
presentations either a single project solution is selected or several group ideas are merged together to make
one. Once a project direction has been decided the studio groups are reformulated into production groups to
develop drawings, build refined physical and digital models to refine the idea further. Due to time constraints of
the complexities of construction or needing additional reviews or approvals, the CIDS work-study students take
the developed documents and continue to work with the Director and other members of the assembled multidisciplinary team to make design and construction documents refinements as necessary to build the project.
Examples of this short-term #2 type project are the Shade Structure Project Proposals for K-12 Schools and
Lumeire Ghosting Portable Theatre Device.

3.

CIDS Research Grant Projects. There are a range of CIDS research projects. The Director works with the team
of work-study students and the multi-disciplinary team to develop these projects. These projects are developed
over multiple quarters or years and require research, development of construction drawings, development of
full-scale prototypes and consultation with a range of faculty and professionals from multi- disciplines. Examples
of the CIDS research projects are the Full-Scaled Cladding Mock Up, Modular Display Units for Student Archive
Room and the Design Authoring Database.

4.

Independent Study Proposals. The CIDS Director works with selected interested students before the start of the
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academic quarter to develop an independent study proposal for contributing to the CIDS. Several types of
independent proposals are accepted: 1. Fourth year students can develop an independent study proposal to
substitute for a fourth year design studio. Fourth year design students work in the studio with the instructor’s
third year design students to model project development strategies for the younger students. 2. Third, fourth
and fifth year students can also develop research proposals for working with the Director on a particular
rd

th

research topic. 3. Proposals from 3 and 4 year students from any discipline at the University are accepted to
develop research projects working with the Director. Examples of the independent study projects are the
Development of a Video Gaming Environment, Design Studio Workstation Prototype, and the range of
independent study design studio projects.

5.

CIDS Work Study Positions. There are up to 3 undergraduate students selected on a competitive basis from the
disciplines within the College of Architecture and Environmental Design (architecture, architectural engineering
(a.k.a, structural engineering), city regional planning and construction management and landscape architecture)
to work in CIDS for the one academic year. Students assist the Director with carrying out research projects,
refining the studio generated concepts for project and working with the third year students in the design studio.

EVALUATION STRATEGIES + CLASSROOM COMMUNITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES
Weekly On-line Postings of Reading Analysis and Commentary –– Two students are selected weekly to lead the
weekly discussions of assigned readings, by generating questions for the entire class to respond to, and having follow-on
classroom discussion of responses. On-line postings provide opportunity for an equal voice expression from all students.
Weekly E-mail Journals––At the end of each week, student sends an e-mail journal to the instructor responding to the
following 1) What did you learn this week? 2) What in particular contributed to your learning? 3) How did the use of
technology or involvement in collaborative teams do to improve or distract from your learning process? 4) What are your
goals for the next week? 5) Are there additional items of interest or happenings in your life that you want to discuss?
Outdoor Public Reviews of Student Work––Several times a quarter students’ present work outside in a centrally
located part of campus. This allows students the ability to present their projects and receive feedback from a wide crosssection of the campus community.
Project Evaluation — Willingness to consider alternatives, to recycle, and to risk. Breadth and depth of project inquiry.
Aesthetic elegance. Quality of work, viewed both as process and as end product. Coherence and evolution in the design.
Communication of design principles. Ability to think intuitively, to abstract, and to speculate. Articulation and craftsmanship
of designs. Ability to make visual judgments regarding space, scale, and form. Success in dealing analytically and
synthetically with design challenges. Ability to work in groups.
Technology Tool Building Teams — Students are set up in teams to work together in developing a strong skill base for
integrating the use of a range of technology tools and collaborative learning into the design development of projects.
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STUDENT

WORK

[Selected Samples]
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Short-Term (3-6 weeks long)
Design and Construction
Projects

SAMPLING OF CIDS PROJECTS and CONNECTIONS TO THE DESIGN STUDIO WORK
Student Work from January 1, 2003 to December 7, 2007

Intimate Transactions Temporary
Theatre Installation (Immersive
View)

Design Studio Project Derived from
Intimate Transactions Work

Poured In Place Concrete Appreciation
Wall

Lumeire Ghosting Portable
Structure Device

K-12 Shade Structure Proposals

Full-Scaled Building Cladding System
Installation

Modular Display Units – for Student
Work Archive Room

Design Authoring Database

Urban Sanctuary Pediatric Rehabilitation

Pulling Tendons – Steel Museum

History Museum - Steel Museum

Video Gaming Environments

Design Studio Workstation
Prototype

Boat Chair Prototype

-

Independent Study Proposals
— Research
For a range of topics outside
of building design as decided
by Director and student

Independent Study
Proposals —
For Advanced Building
Design

CIDS Research Grant
Projects

-

Long-Term (6 months – 1 year)

1-5 days for Charrette in Design
Studio to generate concepts
Follow-on Design/Construction
Documents by multidisciplinary CIDS
team

Intimate Transactions Temporary Theatre
Installation
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CIDS CATEGORY:
Project Title:
Date:
Course Linkage(s):
Disciplines Involved:

Technology Used:
Design Studio Project
Connection:
Client(s):
Faculty / Professional
Consultants:
Budget:
Schedule:
Project Description:

SHORT-TERM (3-6 WEEKS LONG) DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Intimate Transactions Temporary Theatre
Spring 2007
Third Year Design (ARCH 353), Building Technology Systems Activity
(ARCH 342), New Media Arts III (ENGL 413), Polymers in Construction
(CM 470).
Architecture, architectural engineering (structural engineering), art &
design, construction management, computer science, new media
arts/english, landscape architecture.
Over 100 students (architecture students: Bradley Chicoine, April Fame,
Walter Garcia, Paul Goss, Matthew Granelli, Jeff Hammerquist, Ben
Handy, Zhong Ren Huang, Tucker Huey, Jason Immaraju, Ahmadreza
Kashani, Karen Kemp, Jai Kumaran, Ryan Lamb, Arthur Loh,
Guillermo Perez, Jason Pignolet, Alexander Polzin, Lulu Saleh, plus
other students from the other disciplines) involved in the design and
construction of this project.
Digital modeling, and heat sealer machine to construct pneumatic
structure skin.
Fowler’s ARCH 353 & 342 students used the Intimate Transactions
Structure as point of departure for developing Satellite Automobile
Assembly Plant Design Project (see sample project)
Keith Armstrong, Inventor of Intimate Transactions, David Gillette,
Director of Liberal Arts and Engineering Studies and Director of the
New Media Arts Program.
Professor Thomas Fowler, CIDS Director, Elbert Speidel, Construction
Management Instructor and Expert on Polymers and Pneumatic
Structures.
$1,000 (Rolls of black and white Polyethylene [1/4 of a mile long] +
misc. supplies).
Four weeks total: 2 weeks to design and 1 week to construct
A pneumatic structure was designed and constructed to house the
Intimate Transactions interactive technology system. This technology
system allows for each participant to climb aboard a device called the
Body Shelf (it is kind of like a computer mouse that you stand on),
which tracks your movements as your travel through a virtual world and
interact and collaborative with one another through a live Internet
connection. This virtual collaboration is based on accomplishing a
series of tasks of sharing and sustainability. The participants are also
each immersed in a complex sound environment comprised of an
advanced surround sound system of eight large speakers combined
with small wearable speakers that send sound vibrations directly into
the body of each participant.
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SAMPLE STUDENT DESIGN STUDIO PROJECT developed from
INTIMATE TRANSACTIONS TEMPORARY THEATRE WORK
PROJECT CONCEPT FOR A SATELLITE AUTOMOBILE ASSEMBLY PLANT —
TRANSPARENT PRODUCTION, by Jeff Hammerquist —The process was characterized by taking project through a series of translations (mash ups) between the
design and construction of the pneumatic structure for Intimate Transactions interactive technology and the analysis and dissection of the Char Davis Immersive
image and they all began to inform each other eventually coalescing into helping to evolve and formulate one cohesive concept. These translations allowed the
project to evolve and adapt to a formal vocabulary, programmatic requirements, site considerations, and an approach to structure and skin. While these elements
were at first unrelated and this was particularly true for how the vocabulary and program for my project developed, but had a key role in how the project evolved.
PROCESS COMPONENTS
FINAL BUILDING DESIGN
Individual Foundation Vocabulary Building Mash Up Studies
(between Intimate Transactions Cube and Group Vocabulary Exercise)

Early Building Studies

Digital Cross-Sectional Mash Up Translations

Physical and Digital Building Studies

3D Physical and Digital Model Mash Up Translations

Final Digital Exterior and Interior Models of Building

Initial Digital Axonometric Vocabulary
Model Mash Up (between Intimate
Transactions
Cube
and
Group
Vocabulary Exercise)

Final Digital Exploded Axon and Building in Context

Initial Digital Immersive View of
Axonometric Vocabulary Model Mash
Up (between Intimate Transactions
Cube and Group Vocabulary Exercise)
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CIDS PROJECT CATEGORY:
Project Title:
Date:
Course Linkage(s):
Disciplines Involved:
Technology Used:

Design Studio
Project
Connection:
Client(s):
Faculty / Professional
Consultants:
Budget:
Schedule:
Project Description:

INDEPENDENT STUDY PROPOSALS — RESEARCH
Developing Gaming Environments
Spring 2006
Third Year Design (ARCH 353), Building Technology Systems Activity
(ARCH 342), and Media Arts III (ENGL 413)
Architecture, computer science, new media arts/english
GTK Radiant Level Editor for Translating Architecture Project Into Video
Game, Virtual Reality Projection System (silver screen, polarized glasses
for viewing projections in 3D, virtual reality software, and 2 video
projectors), and Virtual Reality Software
Student’s in Fowler’s ARCH 353 & ARCH 342 courses developed Gaming
Center Projects and developed the atrium space of project into a video
gaming environment.
N/A
Martin Nerurkar, Foreign exchange architecture student/video game
designer
No cost, since virtual reality system was already installed
A series of 2 one week exercises
Exchange student wrote an independent study proposal to work with the
design a video game plus work with the instructor’s third year students to
develop a portion of their gaming center projects into a video game
environment.
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CIDS PROJECT CATEGORY:
Project Title:
Date:
Course Linkage(s):

Disciplines Involved:
Technology Used &
(Technology Learned
About):
Design Studio
Project
Connection:
Client(s):
Faculty / Professional
Consultants:
Budget:
Schedule:

Current Status:
Project Description:

SHORT-TERM (1-5 DAYS) CONCEPTUAL PROJECT GENERATION
CHARRETTE
Appreciation Wall — Poured-In-Place Concrete
From Spring 2007 — Current
Third Year Design (ARCH 353), Building Technology Systems Activity
(ARCH 342) and Construction Management Senior Project Students.
Designed by students Zhong Ren Huang and Jai Kumaran. Students
Chris Nikkel, Christy Pena and Erika Peel refined concept and design
formwork system for concrete pour.
Architecture, construction management, architectural engineering
(structural engineering)
Digital modeling (form work design and concrete codes, the latest
technology of concrete, and the facilities approval process)
Limited connection to design studio work since accomplished too late in
the quarter to be of any integration help for student studio projects.
Construction Management and Architectural Engineering Departments
Elbert Speidel, Construction Management Instructor, Structural
Engineering Department, concrete subcontractor, and campus facilities
department
$200 + (plywood for form work + misc. other supplies), concrete being
donated by subcontractor
One-day charrette for 4 groups of architecture to develop proposals for
appreciation wall. One solution selected to build and CIDS work-study
students made refinements in formwork design to simply construction, and
constructed the formwork to prepare for pour.
Wall is waiting for approval from campus facilities department
Appreciation wall will recognize all of the individuals, who worked on the
design development and/or donated materials for the construction of a
tensile shade structure, which the appreciation wall is a part of the support
for.
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APPRECIATION WALL — Poured-In-Place Concrete
THE DESIGN CONCEPT TITLE: PIXILATED WALL

Selected Student Group Wall Design Concept

CIDS Work Study Students Elevation Refinement to Original Form
Work Design

CIDS Work Study Students Refinement to Original Form Work Design

CIDS Work Study Students in Collaboration with Construction Management Built Form
Work
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CIDS PROJECT CATEGORY:
Project Title:
Date:
Course Linkage(s):
Disciplines Involved:

Technology Used and
(Technology Learned
About):
Design Studio
Project
Connection:

Client(s):
Faculty / Professional
Consultants:
Budget:

Schedule:
Project Description:

CIDS RESEARCH GRANT PROJECT
Full-Scaled Cladding Mock Up
2003 Grant received from the College’s Innovation in Teaching Fund —
Current
Third Year Design (ARCH 353), Building Technology Systems Activity
(ARCH 342), and Interdisciplinary (Arch, Arce and CM) Building Cladding
Course (ARCH 460) [by other instructors]
Original grant proposal (Architecture, Construction Management)
Proposed installation of full-sized cladding system (Architecture,
Construction Management, Architectural Engineering, and Cladding
Subcontractor)
Digital modeling (curtain wall technology)
Architecture students in instructor’s third year courses, plus fourth year
independent study for design and architecture, construction management
and architectural engineering students in Cladding Course have learned
about building cladding systems in being involved with the work that has
been done to date for installing and the in-progress updates on the for the
curtain wall system
For the Installation: The College and University’s Facilities Department
James Doerfler, Associate Professor Architecture (Building Technology
Systems faculty), Construction Management Department, Kevin Dong,
Professor Architectural Engineering, and Curtain Wall Subcontractor
(Enclos Inc)
$4,000 grant develop the framework for building a series of full-scaled
cladding mockups, drawings, collect materials and develop a database of
cladding systems. Full Scaled Unitized Curtain Wall System Donated by
Subcontractor.
Schedule for installation currently on hold – waiting approval from the
campus facilities department
The grant provided funds to develop the framework for building a series of
full-scaled cladding mockups, drawings, collect materials and develop a
database of cladding systems, so students in architecture, construction
management and architectural engineering students can obtain a better
understanding of the issues (all from the different discipline perspectives)
associated with the design, construction and installation of building
cladding systems. The Building Cladding Course for their first assignment
of this new course to have interdisciplinary teams design the connection
systems to hang this curtain wall in a central location of the college so it
can be used as a teaching tool.
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FULL-SCALE CLADDING MOCKUP INSTALLATION
Two proposed unitized cladding system installations from collaborative team of architecture, architectural engineering
and construction management students in the Building Cladding Course

Less Expensive Cladding System Installation (without x-bracing)

Photo Montage of Cladding System Installation for
Less Expensive Version

More Expensive Cladding System Installation (with x-bracing)

Photo Montage of Cladding System Installation for
More Expensive Version
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CIDS PROJECT CATEGORY:
Project Title:
Date:
Course Linkage(s):
Disciplines Involved:
Technology Used and
(Technology Learned
About):
Design Studio
Project
Connection:
Client(s):
Faculty / Professional
Consultants:
Budget:
Schedule:
Project Description:

CIDS RESEARCH GRANT PROJECT
Modular Display Units (MDU) for Student Work Archive Room
2003 — 2005
Third Year Design (ARCH 351,352,353) and Building Technology
Systems Activity (ARCH 341,342)
Director of College Support Shop
Learned about cabinetry and storage systems design.
Provided a inspiration for many students to enter the annual furniture
design competition that is sponsored by a local furniture company.
Students Shoko Ibaragi and Elizabeth Gomes develop the design. A
range of students participated in the construction.
The Architecture Department
Director worked with the same two CIDS work-study students (fourth to
five year) to design and construct this MDU system
$13,000 grant received from the architecture department’s Student Fee
Committee to build 13 modular display units
Project completed right before the last NAAB accreditation visit winter
quarter 2005
The modular display units were built to increase the efficiency of the
student work archive room. The storage space was almost tripled in
capacity for a relatively small space. The initial inspiration to do this was
for the impending NAAB visit winter quarter 2005, so the program would
not have to take off line 2 studios for a period of an entire year and the
program would obtain a permanent student archive room. So the choice
was to use a many of the 2x4s from the existing shelving system (30%
reusable) for the design of the new MDUs. Archive room is open for
faculty to bring students in for visits to see the range of work of the entire
program.
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MODULAR DISPLAY UNITS – for student work archive room

Original Archive Room Shelving

Proposed Modular Display System
Model

Digital Model View of Proposed Modular Display System

Modular Display System Prototype of
System

Modular Display System Construction

Modular Display System Drawings and Programed Use

Modular Display System Construction

Modular Display System Installation and in Use
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CIDS PROJECT CATEGORY:
Project Title:
Date:
Course Linkage(s):
Disciplines Involved:
Technology Used and
(Technology Learned
About):
Design Studio
Project
Connection:
Client(s):
Faculty / Professional
Consultants:
Budget:
Schedule:
Project Description:

CIDS RESEARCH GRANT PROJECT
Modular Display Units for Student Work Archive Room
2003 — Current
Third Year Design (ARCH 351,352,353) and Building Technology
Systems Activity (ARCH 341,342)
Director of the College Support Shop
Welding, and workstation design
Fall 2005 students in teams entered local furniture competition based on
this earlier work. Hugo Martinez developed this design and constructed
the first prototype in an independent study course.
For Installation the College / University Facilities Department
Director worked with independent study student to design and fabricate
the workstation prototype
$1,200 (CIDS) for workstation prototype construction
Schedule for installation currently on hold – waiting approval from the
campus facilities department
Mobile and collapsible workstation
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DESIGN STUDIO WORKSTATION PROTOTYPE

Original Workstation Prototype Design by Independent Study Student

Refinements to the Original Workstation Design by the CIDS work-study students

Fabrication in the College’s Support Shop of the Refined Workstation Design by CIDS Work-Study Students + Constructed Workstation Prototype
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DESIGN STUDIO WORKSTATION PROTOTYPE
Connections to Design Studio Work

Independent Study Fourth Year Student – Stool Design

Furniture Design by Range of Students in Teams in Instructor’s Courses
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CIDS PROJECT CATEGORY:
Project Title:
Date:
Course Linkage(s):
Disciplines Involved:
Technology Used and
(Technology Learned
About):
Design Studio
Project
Connection:
Client(s):
Faculty / Professional
Consultants:
Budget:
Schedule:
Project Description:

SHORT-TERM (1-5 DAYS) PROJECT CONCEPT GENERATION
CHARRETTE

Shade Structure for K-12 Public School
2006 — Current
Independent Study Course (ARCH 480), Senior Project Credit for both
Construction Management and Architectural Engineering
Architecture, Architectural Engineering, Construction Management and
Landscape Architecture students involved with this project.
The construction documents are being developed using Revit, Building
Information Modeling (BIM) software
2-hour design charrette in interdisciplinary teams generated the initial
direction for shade structures.
The K-12 Principle, Facilities Director, and PTA School Board
Architecture, Architectural Engineering, Construction Management and
Tensile Structure companies: Shade Structures Inc and Edie
$20,000 for Students to Build Structure (donation of shade material,
concrete, etc projected)
Construction documents 80% completed. Shade structure material and
columns need structural calculations and then sent for Division of State
Architects review before construction project for spring ’08.
Projects are designed to provide shade for outdoor lunch areas at K-12
public schools in the area.
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Shade Structure

K-12 Public School #1 Shade Structure Proposal

K-12 Public School #2 Shade Structure Proposal
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SHORT-TERM (1-5 DAYS) PROJECT CONCEPT GENERATION
CHARRETTE
Lumeire Ghosting Portable Structure Device
2005 — Current
Third Year Design (ARCH 351, 352, 353) and Building Technology
Systems Activity (ARCH 341,342)
New Media Arts and Engineering Studies and Director of the New Media
Arts Program
The construction documents are being developed using Revit, Building
Information Modeling (BIM) software
Design studio courses have had students in groups propose a range of
developed solutions for this portable theater and as a result there is a
prototype structure being constructed.
David Gillette, Director New Media Arts, and Liberal Arts and Engineering
Studies
Architecture and New Media Arts
Projected cost of $20,000 to build structure
Prototype of structure being built
This is a portable rear projection virtual reality theater that allows for
persons to have picture captured for mapping onto avatar for interactive
exchange with another person via this immersive room.
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Lumeire Ghosting Portable Structure Device

Architecture Student Groups Project Conception Generation

Architecture Student Groups Project Conception Generation

Lumeire Ghosting Device Structure + Lumeire Ghosting Device Structure Immersive View
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INDEPENDENT STUDY PROPOSAL — BUILDING DESIGN
Urban Sanctuary — Pediatric Rehabilitation, by Rachel Glabe
Fall 2007
Fourth Year Architecture Design (ARCH 352)
N/A
Advanced digital modeling.
Fall 2007 third year students benefited from having a fourth year student
with a workstation in the studio working on the same project.
N/A
Instructor advisor to student
N/A
N/A
This Pediatric Rehabilitation center harnesses the powerful healing
abilities of water to enhance and encourage rehabilitation. The building
utilizes a geothermal system for heating and cooling, and expresses the
water through the skin of the grand social space where it re-circulates
through the building.
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Urban Sanctuary — Pediatric Rehabilitation

Urban Sanctuary — Pediatric Rehabilitation Composite Poster
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INDEPENDENT STUDY PROPOSAL — BUILDING DESIGN
Pulling Tendons — Steel Museum, by Greg Taylor
Fall 2006, Winter 2007
Fourth Year Architecture Design (ARCH 351, 352)
N/A
Advanced digital modeling

N/A
Instructor advisor to student
N/A
N/A
This steel museum project uses the bone and tendon structure of the
body as a reference point for developing the building’s architectural
vocabulary.
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Pulling Tendons — Steel Museum

Pulling Tendons — Steel Museum Immersive View of Project
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INDEPENDENT STUDY PROPOSAL — BUILDING DESIGN
The History of Steel Making — Steel Museum, by Katsu Shigemi
Fall 2006
Fourth Year Architecture Design (ARCH 351, 352)
N/A
Advanced digital modeling

N/A
Instructor advisor to student
N/A
N/A
This steel museum project uses the story of steel manufacturing as a
reference point for developing the building’s architectural vocabulary.
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The History of Steel Making — Steel Museum

The History of Steel Making — Steel Museum a portion of the composite poster
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CIDS RESEARCH GRANT PROJECT
Design Authoring Database (DAD)
2003 — Current
Third Year Design (ARCH 351,352,353) and Building Technology
Systems Activity (ARCH 341,342), Fourth Year Design (ARCH 451, 452,
453)
Computer Science, The Center for Teaching and Learning, Information
Technology Services

CIDS + Architecture Department

$5,000 initial grant to establish interface.
DAD provides students with the ability to keep track of design process.
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Design Authoring Database (DAD)

DAD’S STUDENT OVERVIEW PAGE

DAD’S STUDENT PROJECT EDIT PAGE
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